


AFRICAN VIOLET

Fuzzy but waxy looking 

Purplish veins on underside of leaves

One flower per stem

Stem is hollow

Yellow  bulbs

5 Petals



ALOE VERA

• AKA healing plant

• Cactus

• Grows straight

• Gooey inside

• Thick leave with poky things 



ASPARAGUS FERN

• Lots of little leaves 

• Looks like a pine tree

• Needle like leaves

• Long stems

• Bouncy



BEGONIA

Purplish and Blackish Leaves

Flowers are twisty

Butterfly flowers 

A yellow patch in flowers

Flower colors white, pink,  red, yellow

Leaves are fuzzy looking but waxy



CHRISTMAS CACTUS

Leafs stack on each other 

Each pod looks like a bug.

Blooms during Christmas

Green pods



CHRYSANTHEMUM

To make homecoming mums

Pom pom

A sea urchin 

All colors

Leaves are pointy and 

Leaves have frilly cut out

Flowers are a blub before they bloom



COLEUS

Ruffly leaves

Stack and alternate each other

All different colors

Always have pinky red color in middle

Helicopter blades



CROTON

Croton looks like it is dyeing 

Crooking croton

Fall colored leaves

Glossy leaves

Look like heavy paper

Always have yellow



CYCLAMEN 

Petals twist look like a tea cup

Leaves Fall down

Stems are really long

One flower per stem

Leaves point down

Floating Flowers



DRACAENA

They can have red edges

They can be tall 

Green and yellow

Can look like a cactus

All leaves have two tones

Dracula



DUMB CANE OR DIEFFENBACHIA

Green white

Pointy ends

Long leaves

One leaf per stem

Stem looks like a cane



FICUS BANJAMINA OR WEEPING FIG

Also known as a weeping fig. 

Downward pointed leaves.

Just green leaves or green with 

white leaves

Like a tree.

Baby crying tree



GERANIUM

Different color flowers. 

Flower is made up of many little 

flowers.

Flowers up above petals.

Leaves are little fuzzy and frilly.

Stink

Flower bunch on top of one tall 

stem high above leaves

Fuzz Balls



JADE PLANT

Leaves look like drops

Full of liquid

Stems look woody

Separate branches

Leaves are always green

Leaves shaped like gems



KALANCHOE

Waxy and frilly leaves.

Little flowers are bunched.

Flowers can be different 

colors.

Flowers stand above leaves

Leaves point down

Leaves are large and long

Boat shaped leaves



MARIGOLD 

Always yellowish 

orange or gold

One flower per stem

Looks like pom poms

Thick stem

Many layers of pedals 

make up flower

Small thin leaves

Grow in bunches



Waxy long leaves

Dark green leaves

White flower – one petal

One flower per stem

Leaves are always shinny

PEACE LILY



Flat Flowers with 5 
points

Bright colors (pinks)

Stem in the middle 
of a different 
color

Inside of flower 
changes color to 
match stem near 
stem

Leaves are pointed

PETUNIA



Can be a vine similar to 

pothos

Spear shaped leaves with 

yellow or white

Leaves can have cut outs

Some have only one 

leaves per stem others 

have several

PHILODENDRON



Leaves are heart 

shaped

Medium green with 

white or yellow 

specks

Leaves are on a vine

Runners with hook 

thing for planting

POTHOS (DEVILS IVY)



Leaves are serrated 

like a knife

Leaves have a red tint 

on the underside

Flower petals swirl 

together

Stems have thorns

One flower per stem 

end

Flowers come in 

many colors

ROSE



Also called octopus 
plant

The end of each 
stem has 6 to 8 
leaves

Medium green oval 
leaf

All the same color

One tall stem in 
center like a tree

SCHEFFLERA



Tall Twisty leaves

Striped leaves

Rigged leaf

Pointed tips

Also called Mother-

in-laws tongue

SNAKE PLANT



SNAPDRAGON

Comes in many 

colors

15 flowers on each 

stem

Leaves are small 

and pointed

Grows in bunches

Stems grow straight

Flowers grow up the 

stem



Light green long narrow 

leaves

Single leaves which turn 

down

Runners with little spider 

looking plants

SPIDER OR AIRPLANE PLANT



TULIP

Flower never fully opens

Comes in many colors

Each bulb makes one 

tulip

Leaves are tall and look 

like corn plant

Leaves are pointed and 

solid medium color green

Flower petals overlap 

each other
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